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OVER thirty years ago J. H. C. Whitehead posed the following question: Suppose that X and 
Yare two spaces whose Postnikov approximations, X’“) and Y’“‘, are homotopy equivalent 
for each integer n. Does it follow that X and Y are homotopy equivalent? 
Recall that X’“’ can be obtained by attaching to X cells of dimension n + 2 and higher to 
kill off the homotopy groups of X in dimensions above n. So it is easy to see that the answer 
to Whitehead’s question is yes if X is either finite dimensional (use the cellular approxima- 
tion theorem) or if X has only a finite number of nonzcro homotopy groups. But in general, 
the answer is no. The first such example, found by Adams in 1957. [I]. is essentially the 
following. 
E.rc~mplc A. Let K bc a I-conncctcd, finite, noncontractiblc CIt’-complex and let 
X = K,, K(“’ with the direct limit topology. Then X and X x K have the same n-type for 
all n, but are not homotopy equivalent. cl 
Notice that this example dots not have finite type; indeed, none of its nonzero homotopy 
groups are finitely generated. In 1966, Brayton Gray found one with finite type, [7]. Let 
X = QC(S’ v CCP”). Hc took a nontrivial phantom map from CP” to S3, applied Rx to 
its mapping cone and obtained a different homotopy type, Y. that had the same n-type as X 
for all n. 
In 1975. C. Wilkerson classified, up to homotopy, those spaces Y having the same n-type 
as X for all II. In [18], he proved the following fundamental result. 
THEOREM I. Given u connecred C W space X, Ier SN T(X) denote rhe set of all homotopy 
types [Y] such lhclf Y’“) 2 X’“’ for all n. Then there is a bijection of pointed sets, 
SNT(X) z I$ Aut X@’ 
where Aut X ‘“’ is the group of homotopy clusses of homotopy se/jeyuicalmces of X (“‘. 0 
Our interest in this topic began with the following question: How big is the set SNT(X) 
for well known infinite dimensional spaces like the classifying space of a compact Lie group 
or the loop space of a finite complex? We have some answers. In Theorem 4, we show 
sNT(EG) is almost always uncountably large when C is a compact connected Lie group. 
There are just a few exceptions and we list them. On the other hand, WC have yet to find a 
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finite complex K for which SNT(RK) has more than one member. In Theorem 5 we prove 
that SNT(RK) = [QK] for a class of finite complexes that includes compact Lie groups and 
many Stiefel manifolds. 
To get these answers we had to figure out a way to compute I@’ AutX(“’ without 
knowing very much about the individual groups in the tower. As is well known. these 
automorphisms groups are next to impossible to calculate. The following algebraic result 
helped us get around this obstacle. Recall that a tower of groups G, +- GL + . . . is said to 
have the Mittag-Leffler property if there is a descending chain condition on the images in 
each G,. of G.+L ask + co. To put it another way, if Gik’ = image(G, t G,+k) then the tower 
{G,} is Mittag-Leffler if for each cc, I&c GLk’ = Gk” for some finite N. It is well known that if a 
tower {G,) has the Mittag-Lecher property then I&t’ G, = *. Here is a partial converse. 
THEOREM 2. Let GI +- G2 c G, c . . . be a tower of countable groups. Then I&n’ G, = * 
if and only if the tower {G,} is Mittag-LeJfer. Moreor;er, if I&n’ G, # *, it is uncountably 
large. cl 
Gray proved a result like this in ([7]. p. 242). Theorem 2 is stronger than his result in two 
respects. First, it shows that his hypothesis, that each imccge(G, t G,+k) be normal, is 
unnecessary. This is important because automorphism groups of Postnikov towers do not 
always have this normal image property. Secondly, Gray notes that if the groups in the 
tower are abelian, then the last sentence in Theorem 2 holds. We show it holds in the 
nonabelian case as well. After writing this paper we learned that the first part of this 
theorem is in the litcraturc on shape theory. ([S]. page 78). 
One might wonder if, in Thcorcm 2. it is really necessary to require the groups in the 
tower to bc countable. The following example shows that it is. 
Exccmple B. Let II,, i = I. 2. . . . bc a sequence of nontrivial groups and define 
G, = 17r2.ff,. The tower of inclusions G, + GI c . . . is not Mittag-Lefflcr and yet 
I&t*G, = +. 0 
COROLLARY 2.1. If X is u connected nilpotent spuce with finite type orcr WWIL subring of 
the rationals, then either SNT(X) = + or else it is uncorrntubly lurgo. 0 
Of course, when WC write SNT(X) = +, we mean that [X] is its only member. The 
groups Aur X ‘“’ are countable for those spaces that satisfy the hypothesis of 2.1 and so the 
corollary follows directly from Theorems I and 2. 
The next result gives a homological criterion that determines whether or not SN7’(X) is 
trivial when X is an Ho-space. Recall that an He-space is one whose rationalization is an H- 
space. It’s easy to spot an Ho-space with finite type; its rational cohomology is either an 
exterior algebra on odd degree generators or a polynomial algebra on generators of even 
degree, or a tensor product of the two. Familiar examples of HO-spaces, include H-spaces, 
complex Stiefel manifolds, and the classifying spaces of compact connected Lie groups. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a l-connected, H,-space with finite type over Z, for some set of 
primes P. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) SNT(X) = l 
(ii) the canonical map AutX -+ Aut X (n’, has a finite cokernel for all n 
f-1’ (iii) the map Auc X - Auc H <“(X; Z,) has o finite cokernel for all integers n. Cl 
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There are some items in this theorem we should clarify. First, Z, denotes the integers 
localized at the set of primes P, and the finite type hypothesis means that each n,X is a 
finitely generated Z,-module. Secondly, when we say a homomoprhism (or an anti- 
homomorphism)/: A + B has a finite cokemel we mean only that its imagef(A), has finite 
index in B. Finally, Aut H s”(X; Z,) denotes the group of all ring automorphisms that 
preserve the degrees of homogeneous elements in this graded ring. 
The proof of Theorem 3 centers around the Postnikov system of X. Obviously, each 
stage of it satisfies condition (i). The main step is to show each X”” also satisfies the other 
two conditions. When we pass to the limit we then exploit the finite cokernels in (ii) as well 
as the countability of the groups Aut X”‘. 
Is Theorem 3 the most general result possible? The next two examples provide some 
answers. The first deals with the hypothesis that X be an Ho-space. Perhaps this restriction 
could be relaxed a little, but the following example shows that it cannot be eliminated 
entirely. 
Examgfe C. Let K = (S’ v SZ)u,eS where cp = [[I,, I~]. I,]. Then SNT(K) = I, of 
course, because K is a finite dimensional, but for all n 2 2, the map Auf K + Aut H s” K has 
an infinite cokernel. 0 
The example just given is clearly not an Ho-space. The next example deals with 
restrictions on the fundamental group. A glance at the proof of Theorem 3 reveals the 
condition R, X = 0 could be weakened to read: n, X is nilpotent, it acts nilpotently on the 
higher homotopy groups of X. it has a finite commutator subgroup and its abelianization is 
a finitely generated Z,-module. Here is what happens, among finitely generated nilpotent 
groups, when we try to go any further in this direction. 
Exumple D. Let n = N x Z where N is the free nilpotent group of class 2 on two 
generators. If X = K(n, I). then obviously, SNT(X) = + and yet the cokernel of 
Auf X + Aut(H’ X) is not finite. Cl 
The next example may have been known to Adams but it came as a surprise to us. 
Indeed, recall Zabrodsky’s result that the homotopy genus of BU is uncountably large 
([21]. page 190). It seems to suggest hat you can’t recognize BU from a long way off; you’ve 
got to get up close and localize to be sure. On the other hand, we found that if, at each stage 
in the Postnikov tower, a space looks like BU, then it must be BU. Since the classifying 
spaces BU and BSp play central roles in algebraic topology, it seems worthwhile being able 
to rule out counterfeits of these spaces. 
Example E. If X = BU or BSp. then SNT(X) = *. In fact, something stronger than 
Theorem 3 is true; namely Auf X -+ AutX’*“’ is surjcctive for each n. 0 
When the rational homotopy groups of X vanish above a certain point, we get a 
criterion that is easier to check than the one given in Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X and P be as in Theorem 3 and suppose there exists an integer f such 
that n,,X @ Q = 0. Then SNT(X) is trivial ijand only i/ AutX + Auf H ‘“(X; Z,) has a 
finite cokernel in UC IeaSt one of the follon*ing cases: 
(i) for n = t, 
(ii) for some integer n 2 c, 
(iii) for all integers n. 0 
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We use this corollary and the nonexistence of essential maps from K(Z, n) to S”. when 
n > 1. to get the following. 
Example F. Let X = S 2n+ ’ x K(Z, 2n + 1) where n 2 1. Then for any nonempty set of 
primes P, SNT(X,) # * and SNT(QX,) # +. 0 
The case of RX, when n = 1 confirms a conjecture Wilkerson made in [IS], p. 283. The 
assertion that SNT(X) # * contradicts a result of Zabrodsky (Example E(a) in [22]). We 
will explain the connection and point out the error in his argument when we verify this 
example. Incidentally, Example F shows how badly SNT( ) behaves with respect to 
products, whereas the next result shows that it works well with connected covers. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be an n - 1 connected space that sarisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3. If J? denotes rhe n-connective corer of X, then SNT(X) = l implies that 
SNr(f) = *. 0 
Here is our main result on classifying spaces. 
TtIFoRF\l 4, Let G he N connected conrpcwt Lie group. Then SNT(BG) = * if and only ip 
G = T’. SU(n) or PSU(n) when k 2 0 crntf II = 2 or 3. cl 
For I-connected compact Lie groups, this means that SNT(BG) is uncountably large in 
all but three cases: G = *. SU(2). SU(3). Incidentally, thcsc three are the only cases where 
Aul If *BG is tinitc! In the remaining cases the abundance of nontrivial operations in 
cohomology and K-theory places scvcrc restrictions on the possible self equivalences of BG. 
Indeed, in most casts the image of Aul BG -. Aul If + BG is finite while the range is not. WC 
USC tlubbuck’s results on self maps of UC; to show this when G is simple. In other cases we 
resort to direct calculations involving Wcyl groups and the tcchniqucs pionecrcd by Adams 
and Mahmud. [2]. Of course. once we show the relevant cokcrnel is infinite, Theorem 4 then 
follows immcdiatcly from Theorem 3. 
Let K be a finite complex. The homotopy theoretic nature of QK is quite different from 
that of the BG’s in Theorem 4. The next result reflects this disparity. In it, K might be a finite 
~-space, or a complex Stiefcl manifold, or a product of odd dimensional spheres. 
THEOREM 5. Let K be u I-connected,finite C W-complex tlwr is un If,-spuce. Then for uny 
set P of primes, SNT(QK,) = +. Morewer, the mup AutRK(,, -+ AurRK,$, is surjective at 
almost ull primes p und for almost all intellers n. 0 
At first we wondered if this result might be a special case of something much more 
general; namely--Is the obvious map SN T(X ) + SN T(RX ) always surjective’? The follow- 
ing example rules out this possibility. 
Example G. Let X = K(Z, 2n)x S2” where n 2 2. Then SNT(X) = l , but 
SN7-(0X) # *. cl 
Nevertheless, Theorem 5 and a growing list of the cxamplcs prompts us to make the 
following: 
Conjecfttre. If K is a I-connected finite CIY complex, then SNT(RK) = l . 
The results in Theorems 3 and 5 suggest a possible connection between SNT(X) and 
SNT(X,) in general, but its precise nature has so far eluded us. At first, we suspected that 
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the obvious map SN T(X) + n,SNr(X,,,) was bijective but the following example shows 
that life is not that simple. 
Example H. Let X = BSc’(3). Then SNT(X) = l by Theorem 4, but SNT(X,,,) # l 
for p > 3. q 
Our last result is an application of Theorem 5 and Zabrodsky’s genus theorem, [ZO]. 
For a nilpotent space X, let G(X) denote its homotopy theoretic genus set defined in terms 
of localization; that is, the set of all homotopy types [Y J where Y is nilpotent. of finite type, 
and U,,, 5 X,,, for all primes p. With regard to the cardinality of G(X), the following is 
known. Wilkerson proved that G(X) is a finite set when X is a l-connected finite complex, 
[19]. Rector gave a complete description of G(HP”) and showed it to be uncountably large, 
[ 163. Zabrodsky proved for Ho-spaces X with only a finite number of nonzero homotopy 
(or homology) groups that G(X) is isomorphic to a finite abelian cokernel determined by a 
certain monoid of self maps of X, [ZO]. As mentioned earlier, he also showed the genus of 
BU to be uncountably large in the last chapter of his book. [21]. Beyond this, not much is 
known about the genus of infinite dimensional spaces. 
THEOREM 6. Let K hc tr I -conncc~td Jirinilc C W complex rhul is an Ii,-spucc. Then the nurp 
G(K) -+ G(RK) Ihut stds 11 homoropy tppc [X] in G(K) to [QX], is cm epimorphism. In 
ptrr~itdar G(RK) inhcrirs Jiom G(K) rhc strrrc~ure of (I Jinilc uheliun grtwp. 0 
The situation dcscribcd in this thcorcm is very special one and. in gcncral. the map 
G(X) 4 G(RX) is not an cpimorphism. Hcrc is a rclcvant cxamplc. 
I;xtrmplr I. Let X bc the Grassmann manifold ofcomplcx n-plants in C” ” whcrc n 2 5 
and 2k > n’. Then G(X) = * by (;lovcr and Mislin. [6]. but G(RX) Z +. U 
This concludes the list of main results. Dcforc starting the proofs, wc want to acknow- 
ledge the help that Joe Nciscndorfcr has given us over the past year as these theorems and 
examples evolved. Thanks, Jot! WC will now prove the thcorcms in the order they wcrc 
presented and then WC will work out the examples. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The Mittag-Lelilcr property is well known to imply that I$’ is 
trivial; see for example [4], page 256. Assume then that the tower (G,} is not Mittag-Lefller. 
This means that for some natural number a, the tower of nested images {H,), where 
H, = image (G, + G,}, n 2 a, 
has infinitely many different lf,‘s. Let K, denote the kernel of the epimorphism G, -+ II,. 
The 6-term I@ - 12’ sequence, [4], page 252. applied to the short exact sequence of towers 
ends with an epimorphism I$’ G, -+ I*’ )I,. Thcrcforc it suffices to show that I@’ H, is 
uncountably large. Our notation hcrc does not indicate whether a tower starts at n = 1 or 
n = cx, because I$’ of the tower is indcpcndent of the particular choice. To minimize 
subscripts, let H = H,. lfeach H, were normal in Ii. we could form the short exact sequence 
of towers, 
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apply the bterm 1% - lim’ sequence and obtain 
We could then argue. as Gray did, that since H is countable and I@ H/H, is not, it follows 
that I,@'H, is also uncountable. We will now show that the same proof goes through 
almost unchanged without the assumption that each H, is normal in H. 
We denote by H/H, the set of left cosets of H, in H. The inclusion H, c H,, I induces a 
surjection of coset spaces HjH, + H/H,+ 1. We take the inverse limit of sets, I$ H/H,, and 
it is uncountable for the same reasons as before; namely, the H,'s become ever smaller as n 
increases. A typical element in 19 H/H, is a nested sequence of left cosets {x,H,}. Let 
d:l@ H/H, 4 I@* H,send {x.H,} to theequivalenceclass [{x;‘x.+,}] inl&'H,. Notice 
that X; ‘x, + 1 E H,, since x,Hnx x,+~H,+~. Thus the definition of d makes sense since 
I@’ H, is the following quotient of lIc H,. The group IIH, acts on the set lIH, in such a 
way that two classes, say {u,] and {u.}, are in the same orbit under this action if and only if 
there is a class {w,} E IIH, such that W,U, = u,w,+ I for all n 2 a. 
To show that d is well defined suppose that {x,} and {y,} are two sequences of 
representatives for the same sequence of cosets in H. Thus x, H, = y,H, for each n. If we let 
w, = y; lx,, it follows that W,E H, and 
w,x,lx,+l = Y,LY"+I%+l. 
Thus d is well defined; it does not depend upon the particular choice of coset represent- 
ativcs. 
To see that d is surjective, take a sequence {u,} E IIH,. Choose 
x, = 1 
x, = u,u,+* . . . U”_l 
Then d{x.H.} = [{x~'x~+~}]=[{u,}] and so d is surjective. There is an obvious 
action of H on l&H/H,, namely (h, {~.H,})H {hx,H,}, and it is easily checked that 
a{x. H,} = d{hx,H,}. On the other hand suppose (x, H,} = cY{ y.H, j. This implies 
there exists {tn] E IIH, such that 
r,x,‘x,+* = Y,lYk+lr”+I 
or 
cx.~“-‘,-‘~cx.+,z”-~,) = Y,'Y".,.
Now since L,EH, it follows that x,H,= x,z,'H,. Hence, if cY{x,H,j = d{y,H,}, 
we may assume that the coset representatives {x.} and {y,} were chosen so that 
x, ‘ *%+I = Y. -ty”+ I for all n 2 a. Then solving for x, recursively we obtain 
x, = (x,y;‘)y, for all n 2 a. 
This implies that the surjection 8 is at most countable-to-one. Therefore 15’ H, must be 
uncountable and the theorem is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. The Postnikov system of X is a sequence of principal fibrations, 
K(R, n) 4 X’@ + x’n-1’ 
with certain well known properties. Since X is an H&pace, the k-invariants, which classify 
these fibrations, have finite order. We show that for the automorphism groups involved, this 
has the following consequences. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be as in Theorem 3. Then for each integer n, 
(a) the map AutX(“’ + Aut H %“(X@‘; Z,) has a finite kernel and a finite cokernel, and 
(b) the canonical map AutX W+ ” + AutX(“’ has a finite cokernel. 0 
Notice that the first part of this lemma implies the equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) in 
Theorem 3. To show conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent, we need the following algebraic 
result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G, e G, t . . . be a tower of countable groups in which each map 
G,+G,+’ has a finite cokernel. Then the tower {GL} is Mittag-Lefler if and only if the 
canonical map I@ G, 4 G, has a finite cokernel for each n. 0 
Assume for the moment that these two lemmas are true. The hypothesis on X implies 
that {Aut X"'} is a tower of countable groups. Therefore, by Theorems I and 2, SNT(X) 
= l if and only if the tower { Aut X”‘} is Mittag-Leffler. By 3. I(b), this tower then satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2. Since the canonical map Aut X + I@ Aut Xfk’ is surjective. the 
cquivalcncc of statcmcnts (i) and (ii) in Thcorcm 3 then follows from Lemma 3.2. The proof 
of Theorem 3 will bc complete once WC prove thcsc two Icmmas. 
Proqfoj’ Lemma 3.1. We will fust prove part (b) regarding the finite cokerncls in the 
tower {Auf X’“‘}. Consider the diagram 
X(n+l’ _ J -, X(n+l’ 
lg 1% 
X @’ A X’“‘: K(G,n+2). 
Here k is the k-invariant and so ko n = 0. Moreover since X is an Ho-space, this k-invariant 
has finite order. It is easy to see that there is a g E AutX(“+” such that #“’ = g, provided 
kog=k. 
Let AutX(“’ act on H”+*(X(“‘; G) and consider the orbit 
0 = {g*[k])gEAutX(“‘}. 
This orbit is finite because it is contained in the torsion subgroup of H”+*(X(“‘; G). The 
latter is finite because X has finite type over Z,,. If N denotes the stabilizer of [k]. then there 
is a bijection between the orbit 0 and the set of left cosets of N in AutX(“‘. Thus the index of 
N in Aut X(“’ is finite. The subgroup N lies in the image of Aut XC”’ “and so this image must 
also have a finite index. 
Consider now the map in 3.1(a), 
Aut X’“’ + Aut H SnX’n’. 
Assume that all cohomology groups in this proof will have coefficients in Z, unless noted 
otherwise. We will first show this map has a finite kernel. Since X’“’ is an H,-space, there is a 
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commutative diagram. 
Aut X ‘“’ - Aut H +‘(X’“‘; Q) A Aut Xg’ 
\ / 
Aut H smX’n’ 
in which the map across the top has a finite kernel, ([8], Cor. 2.2.a). Hence the same is true 
for the map in question. 
We will now show this map has a finite cokernel for all n. Since X is simply connected, 
this is certainly true for n = 1. Assume now that n 2 2. and that the result is true in 
dimensions less than n. Consider the diagram 
K b L 
1 1 
Auf Xc”’ b Aut H *“X’“’ 
1 1 
AurX(“-‘) - A,,tHSm-IX(“-l), 
Here K and L are the kernels of the vertical maps in the lower square. The map on the right 
is induced by restriction H 5n 4 H Sn-’ followed by an isomorphism HSnwlX(“’ 5 
ff Sn-‘X’n-‘). We assume by induction that the map along the bottom has a finite cokernel. 
We already know the same is true for the lower left map. Therefore to prove it for the middle 
map, it suthces to show coker( K -+ L) is finite. To do this WC need bcttcr descriptions of the 
kernels K and 15. WC begin with K. 
Each classf~ K is rcprescntcd by a self map of a principal fibration with the identity map 
on the base space. 
K(n,n) - K(n. n) 
1 1 
/ X(“) - ‘y InI 
1 1 
X(n-1) ’ , xl”- II . 
Let kEff”+‘(X’“-“, n) denote the k-invariant of this tibration. There is an obvious action 
of Auf(n) on this cohomology group; let Auf(x), denote the stabilizer of k. Since k has finite 
order, Auf(n), has finite index in Auf(n). According to [ 133, Theorems 2.1 and 2.9, there is an 
exact sequence 
H”(X’“- 1,; n)+K-+Aut(n),dl. 
The map out of K is induced by restriction to the fiber (or equivalently, by sendingfto the 
automorphism it induces on rt,X(“)). The map going into K occurs as follows. Given a 
principal fibration, say F -+ E z E. one can use the principal action F x E + E, together 
with maps from base to fiber, say cp B + F, to crcatc self equivalences of E by taking the 
composition 
EAExE’p”l-FxE+E 
Since [B, F] 2 H”(X’“-“; n) for the fibration in question, this accounts for the map into K. 
As for the other kernel L, recall it consists of automorphisms of H ‘“X(“’ that restrict to 
the identity in degrees less than n. When WC mod out decomposables, 
Df{“X’“’ + H”X’“’ 4 QH”X’“‘, 
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we get a sequence 
Hom(QH”X’“‘. DH”X’“‘) -+ L --, Aut(QH”X’“‘) 
that is exact at L. The map K + L then induces a commutative diagram 
H”(X’“-“; n) - K 4 Aut(n), 
1 1 1 
Hom(QH” X ‘“‘, DH”X’“‘) - L + Aur(QH”X’“‘) 
and to show coker(K + L) is finite, it suffices to show the other two vertical maps have this 
property. 
Consider first the image of Aut(n),. The Hurewicz-Serre homomorphism 
rr,X’“‘+ QH”X’“‘b ecomes an isomorphism when tensored with Q. Thus the image of this 
homomorphism is a Z,-submodule of finite index in QH”X’“‘. Let A denote this image, let 
C denote the module of indecomposables, and let Auf(C), = ($ E Aut(C)I$(A) = A}. It is 
not difficult to see that the map/++QH”(P) takes Auf(n), to a subgroup of finite index 
AM(C), and so it suffices to show the latter has finite index in Auf(C). 
Suppose that A has index din C. There can only be a finite number ofsubmodules of this 
index in C. because they all must contain dC which, since C is finitely generated, has finite 
index. Auf(C) acts on this finite set of submodules (each of index d) and so the stabilizer of A, 
Auf(C), has finite index in Auf(C). 
Thus we have shown that in the diagram induced by K + L, the map on the right has a 
finite cokcrncl. We now consider the map on the left. The easiest way to see that it has a 
tinitc cokernol is to rationalize. Let F 4 E + U denote the rationalized fibration. Then 
E 2 B x F and the homomorphism [H. P] + rlur(U x I;) sends a map cp to the equivalence 
(.Y. ~)H(.Y, cp(.u).y). The map in the diagram applies cohomology to this process. When 
tensorcd with Q, the map on the left factors as 
fI”(B; n) 0 Q ’ flom(n+, (f1.B)“) 
\ /I /+*/” 
fiom(fl, B. R @ 1) 
Here WC have identified 7c* = ffom(n, Q) with the rational indecomposables and ff”(B; Q) 
with the corresponding decomposablcs. Since these rational maps arc isomorphisms, the 
map in question has a finite cokernel and the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. 0 
Proof of Lrmmu 3.2. Fix n and recall the definitions GLk’ = image(G, +- G,,+k) and 
Kik’ = kcrnel(G,+, + C,). We get a short exact sequence of towers, 
+ + {K;“) -+ {G,,,} -_) iGiL’} + + 
Assume that {G,} is Mittag-Leftlcr and apply the 6-term I@-I@’ sequence to the above. 
We get 
-, I@ G, -. Ifi GLk’ -. I&’ Kjk’ +*-a. 
By Thcorcm 2, the third term I@’ K,!” . IS either trivial or uncountably large. The second 
term, I@ Gik’ = n k GLk E G, and so it is countable. Since it maps onto the third, the latter 
must be trivial. By exactness then, the map l&r G, 
property means that Ifi Gik’ = 
--* I@ Gz’ is surjective. The Mittag-LeRler 
Gk”’ for some finite N and so the inclusion I@ GLk’ -* G, has 
a finite cokernel. Composing this with the surjcction from l$rG, shows that the map in 
question, I@ G, + G, has a finite cokcrncl. 
The proof in the other direction is easier. If I@ Gk maps onto a subgroup I of finite 
index in G, then it is easy to see that there can only be a finite number of distinct 
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intermediate subgroups H with I < H s G,. This forces l$rG!,kl = GL” for some finite N. 
Since this is true for each n. the tower is Mittag-Leffler. c 
ProofojCoroUar~ 3.1. The proof is a diagram chase using the results of Lemma 3.1. We 
will first show condition (ii) * (i). Assume (ii) holds for some m 2 t. Since 
X’“’ r X u, (e:“) u (higher ceils), 
it follows that H sm(X’“‘; Z,) o H ‘“(X; Z,). This accounts for the isomorphism on the 
right in the following diagram 
Aut X - Aut H ““(X; Z,) 
1 T 9 
Aut Xfrn) - Aur H sm(X’m); Z,). 
We are assuming the map across the top has a finite cokernel. The map on the bottom has a 
finite kernel and a finite cokernel by Lemma 3.la. This forces the map on the left side to 
have a finite cokernel. This fact, together with a second application of Lemma 3.1, implies 
that the composition 
has a finite cokcrncl. Thus condition (ii) implies (i). 
For each intcgcr n > I, not X’“’ 4 rlur X”’ has a finite kcrncl, as well as a finite cokcrncl. 
To verify this claim about the kcrncl, notice the inclusion X’“’ -+ Xl” is a rational 
cquivalsncc and then cons&r the diagram 
nur X (II’ - rl1rt xi;’ 
1 1 
nltl X”’ - AM &. 
Both horizontal maps in this diagram arc finite-to-one, as noted earlier, and so the left side 
must likewise have a finite kernel. Therefore, the composition 
AutX -* AutX(“‘+ AurX(‘) 
has a finite cokernel if and only if the first map does. The implication (i) *(iii) then follows, 
again using Lemma 3.1(a). The two reverse implications, (iii) = (ii) and (i) = (ii) are, of 
course, obvious. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Let IC = x,X. We have, up to homotopy, a fibration, 
x’ + X -+ K(n, n), where the map into the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space is an n-equivalence. 
GivenjE AucX, there is a uniquef* E Auf K(n, n) so that the square on the right 
x-x - K(n,n) 
17 1/ 1 f. 
x-x - K(n, n) 
commutes. The map on the tiber,f. then exists to make the left square commute. This map 
must bc an equivalence and it can be chosen so that the assignment /HJ defines a 
homomorphism AufX -+ Autf. Take cohomology with coefhcients in Z,, fix a positive 
integer I 2 n, and let 15 denote the image of I-f 5’X in H 5’f. Since X is an HO-space, x’ is 
rationally a retract of X and so E has finite index in ff %‘i?. Our proof now centers about the 
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following diagram. 
. 
Aut2 a AutX I - AurH 5’(X)/torsion 
61 41 21 
AutHS’Y? - 5 AurH?i, 3 Alct(E/torsion). 
Most of the maps in this diagram are the obvious ones. For example, the center map, 
marked 4, sendsfwf*. Maps 1 and 6 likewise send h I-+ /I*. We aim to show that c&r(6) is 
finite. We begin by assuming S,VL’(X) = *. By Theorem 3 this implies coker( I) is finite. The 
kernel of H*X -+ H *f is the ideal generated by H”X and possibly some torsion elements in 
higher degrees. It follows that every automorphism of H <‘(X)/torsion preserves the larger 
ideal and passes to the quotient, E/torsion. This provides us with the map 2. We claim it is 
surjective. To see this, consider the composition x’ -+ X + II K(Z,, n,), where the map into 
the product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces induces isomorphism on QH*( )/torsion. It is 
not hard to see that each (PE Aut(E/torsion) lifts to a selfequivalence of fTK(Z,, ni). This, of 
course, implies that 2 is surjective. 
The domain of 3 is those automorphisms of H rfJ? that take E to itself. since E has finite 
index in HS’.?, it follows easily that the kernel of 3 is finite. The commutativity of the right 
square then forces 4 to have a finite cokerncl. The cokerncl of 5 is also finite by essentially 
the same argument as the one used on AM(C), in the proof of Lemma 3.1. The com- 
mutativity of the left square then forces cokcr (6) to bc finite. The conclusion then follows by 
Thcorcm 3. 0 
Proof of Throrcm 4. The proof is a long one and so hem is an outline of it. WC first show 
that SNT(BG) is trivial for the groups l&cd. This is the easy part. WC arc then left to show 
that SN7JBG) is nontrivial for the remaining groups. We prove this first for the simple I- 
connected Lit groups. Then we consider products of these groups using 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G and H be compact connected Lie groups. If either SNT(BG) or 
SNT(BH) is nontrivial, then likewise SNT(B(G x H)) # +. cl 
By the classification theorem we are then left (in the simply connected case) with 
showing 
PROPOSITION 4.2. SNT(BG) # + for G = SU(m) x SC!(n) where (m, n) = (2,2), (2,3), 
or (3,3). Cl 
In the nonsimply connected case we use Corollary 3.2. It implies that SNT(BG) # + 
provided the universal cover G’ contains as a retract one of the simply connected groups H 
for which we have already shown SNT(BH) # +. Again, by the classification theorem, there 
are just a few groups left that don’t fit this description. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. SNT(BG) # *for G = U(n) or T’ xSU(n) where n = 2 or 3. III 
This, of course, is not a complete list of the groups G whose universal cover G is 
homotopy equivalent to SU(2) or SU(3). However, the proof of Theorem 4 for those 
omitted, such as Tk x U(n) or Tk x PSU(n), follows easily from this last proposition using 
either Lemma 4. I or Corollary 3.2. 
This completes the outline of the proof. Let us begin. We start with those groups G for 
which SNT(BG) is claimed to be trivial. For the torus T’, this is clear since BTk is an 
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Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. For the special unitary groups G = SV(2) or SV(3). H*BG 
= Z[x4] or Z[x,. x6]. Thus Aut(H”BG) = Z/Z or (Z/2)’ for almost all values of c. In 
particular, these cohomology automorphisms groups are finite. This certainly forces the 
corresponding cokernel to be finite and so SNT(EG) = * by Theorem 3. For the projective 
special unitary groups. G = PSV(n), BG is rationally equivalent to BSV(n) and, of course, it 
also has finite type. This implies that Aut(Hs;‘BG) is likewise finite and so, again by 
Theorem 3, SNT(BG) = *. 
Assume now that G is simple and l-connected. Hubbuck, with some help from Ishiguro, 
has shown that iffis a self map of BG, then there is an outer automorphism T: G + G such 
that the diagram 
BV -% BV 
BG = BG 
commutes for some nonnegative integer k and for all y, [9], [IO]. Recall that in cohomol- 
ogy, the Adams operation Y’ has the property Yk.lc = k”x for all x of degree 2n. Therefore 
when/is a self equivalence, the ‘?‘k in the diagram must be ‘Pi, the identity map. Moreover 
since the group of outer automorphisms of G is always finite (the largest it can be is X3 when 
G = Spin(H)), it follows that the image of Aut(f?G) is finite. On the other hand, the groups 
Aut(lf “BG) are almost never finite. The only cxccptions are the ones considcrcd already: +, 
SV(2). and SV(3). 
The reason behind this lies in the rational cohomology of BG and whcthcr or not there 
exist polynomial gcncrators and dccomposablc terms with the same dcgrcc. Take the 
groups G = SV(n), )I 2 4 or Sp(n), n 2 2. For these it is easy to dcscribc infinite families of 
automorphisms of fI*UG. by making USC of the dccomposablc terms. For example, since 
H’USV(n) = %[c*, c.,, . . . , cnJ whcrc each ci has dcgrcc 2i. one could dclinc 
cp,(ck) = 
ck if k # 4 
(‘1 + 1(c2)’ 
where a could be any intcgcr. This cp, extends in a unique manner to an automorphism of 
If+BG. Notice that rtuf(ff*BG) z Aur(ff 5’UG) in the special case where ff*BG is a 
polynomial algebra. The situation becomes more complicated. however, when If * BG is not 
a polynomial algebra. Here we take a different approach to showing Aut(ff s’EG) is infinite. 
Consider the following diagram 
Auf(K) -+ Aut(H*K) 
where K is a finite product of K(Z, n)‘s with the rational homotopy type of BG. By Lemma 
3.1 the top map has a finite kernel and a finite cokernel. Likewise the bottom map is easily 
seen to be an cpimorphism with a finite kernel. It follows from Wilkerson, [19]. Thcorcm 
2.3, the two groups joined by the dotted line are commcnsurablc which, in particular, 
implies they have the same cardinality. Now it is a simple matter to show Auf(H*K) is 
infinite. One can pick generators and write down automorphisms in terms of them as was 
just done in the polynomial case. Finding an appropriate dccomposablc term with the same 
dcgrec as one of the generators is a matter of simple arithmetic. It depends. of course. only 
on the rational type of G. The specific types (for example [3. I I. IS. 231 for F,) can be found 
in Appendix A of Kant’s book [I I]. A quick glance through this list of types then confirms 
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that for all of the remaining simple Lie groups G in question, Aur(H”‘BG) is infinite. 
Together with Hubbuck’s Theorem and Theorem 3, this proves Theorem 4 for all simple 
l-connected Lie groups. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We can (and will) identify B(G x H) with BG x BH. Assume that 
SNT(BG x BH) = l . It follows from Theorem 2 that the tower Aut(BG x BH)‘“’ is 
Mittag-Leffler as the groups in this tower are countable. 
For each automorphism group, say A,, in this tower let n’ denote the smallest t such that 
image{& + A,} = image(Ai, + A,+t} 
for all k 2 0. We will show that the tower Aut(BG)'"' is also Mittag-Leffler. Take 
f~ image(Aut(BG)r”’ + Aur(BG)'""}. 
It then follows that 
f x 1 E image(Auf(BG x BH)‘“’ c Aur(BG x BH)‘““}. 
Here we have identified (BG x BH)'"' with BG("'x BH'"'. Using this identification, if 
f’E Aut(BG)‘“” projects tof. then f’ x I projects to f x 1. It follows just as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2, that/x 1 lies in the image of I@ Aut(BG x BH)‘“‘. Consequently there is an 
equivalence (PE Aut(BG x BH) with cp’“) = f x 1. The composition 
BG1’BGxBH’- BGxBHABG 
is then a self map, say ‘p,, of BG. Since the cohomology of BG is finitely generated, [IS]. WC 
may assume that n W;LS initially chosen larger than the degree ofany of the generators. Then 
if cp,: BG ,J is an n-cquivalcncc, it is easily seen to induce a surjection (and hence an 
isomorphism) in cohomology and so, ‘p, E Aur(BG). It follows, therefore that the tower 
Aut(BG)'"' is Mittag -Letllcr and so the lemma is proved. 0 
Proqfof Proposition 4.2. Assume that G = SU(m + 1) x SU(n + I) where n 2 m z 1. 
Our theorem only requires three values of (m, n) but the proof of the general case is no 
harder. Since Qrf 4(BG) z 2 $2 it follows that GL(2, Z) is a subgroup of Aur(H*BG) and 
so, in particular, the automorphism group is infinitely large. Once again, we will show that 
the image of AurBG 4 AutH+(BG) is finite. We need the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a connected compact Lie group with maximal torus T A G, and Weyl 
group ZC’. Given fe Aut BG, there exists FE AutBT such that 
BG $ BT 
1 8’ 1 Bi 
BG -r, BG 
commutes. In terms of the action of Won ST, for each WE W, there exisrs W’E W such that 
Fw = w’F. 0 
This lemma is a direct consequence of a theorem of Notbohm, Cl43 that states that the 
function 
Rep(T, G) s [ST, BG] 
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is a bijection. In more detail, his theorem implies thatp Bi = Bq for some homomorphism 
cp : T+ G. We may assume V(T) C T, by composing it with an inner automorphism of G, if 
necessary. Sincefis an automorphism, it follows that F is one also. The rest of the lemma is 
then immediate. 
From now on we will regard the Weyl group W as a subgroup of AucBT. Since F is 
invertible we have Fwf -’ = w’, and so F lies in the normalizer of Win AutBT. In the case 
athandwehave Wr~:m+l~~:,+I and AutBT z GL(m + n, Z). Moreover the cohomology 
of BG embeds in H*BT and so F determinesf, at least up to homology. Therefore, for the 
purpose of showing that the image of ,4ut BG -, Aur(H*BG) is finite it suffices to show that 
the normalizer of W in GL(n + m, Z) is finite. We have an embedding, 
N/C + Aut ( W), 
where N and C are the normalizer and centralizer of Win GL(m + n, Z), respectively. Since 
Aur(W) is finite it suffices to show that the centralizer C is finite. 
We claim that C is contained in the group of diagonal matrices in GL(m + n. Z). The 
latter is certainly finite with order 2”‘“. To see this claim about C, recall that the symmetric 
group Z,, , , is generated by n transpositions oi = (i, i + 1). i = I . . * . , n. In its role as the 
Weyl group for SU(n + 1). Z,, , acts on a vector space I! with a certain nonorthogonal 
basis {u,, u2.. . . , u,] in such a way that each ci sends ui to - ui and fixes pointwise the 
orthogonal complement of ui. Moreover, the matrix representation of this action is defined 
over Z. See ([I 11. p 156) for more details. 
Thcsc properties hold as well for X,,, + , x E, L, acting as the Wcyl group for SU(m + I) 
x SU(n + I) on a vector space V with an appropriate basis (u,, c’~. . . . . u, +.I. We have 
m + n reflections oi that gcncratc this product group. Each 0, sends u, to - u, and fixes 
pointwisc the orthogonal complement of 0,. The action is again defined over Z. 
Suppose that an clcmcnt QE GL( V) centralizes W. Then a,y = yo, for each reflection 0,. 
Notice that 
a,(y(t+)) = ge,(r,) = tJ( - 0,) = - 8(U*). 
Since al(x) = - x if x is on the line spanned by u, it follows that I is a multiple oft+. Since 
this is true for each i, g must be diagonal with respect o the basis {u,, . . . , u,+,}. Our 
claim, that the centralizer of W in GL(m + n, Z) is finite, is now verified. 0 
The proof of Proposition 4.3 is similar to the one just given. Once again the general case, 
1 < n < co, is just as easy as the case n = 2 or 3. To show SNT(BU(n)) # * for such n, we 
will show that the image of AurBU(n) in AutH*f?U(n) is finite. To this end it suffices to 
examine the Weyl group W of U(n) and show that the centralizer of W in 
AutBT” z GL(n, Z) is finite. Now the Weyl group of U(n) is the symmetric group C, and the 
representation & -+ GL(n, Z) in this case is that of the permutation matrices (with only 
zeroes and ones for entries). Let c denote a permutation matrix and take ME GL(n, Z). 
Then MHa- l Ma defines an action of Z:. on the entries of M. This action is easily checked 
to be transitive on the diagonal entries of M and also transitive on the set of off-diagonal 
entries of M. Therefore M is in the centralizer of X” if and only if it has the form (m,,) where 
mii= I a ifi=j h ifi#i 
for two integers a and b. This n x n matrix has determinant (a - h)“- ‘(a + (n - I)h). It is 
easy to cheek that the only intcgcr solutions to the equation d&(M) = + 1 are (a, h) = 
( &- I, 0) for n 2 2 and (0, + I) when n = 2. Thus the centralizer in Gf,(n, Z) of the Weyl 
group of U(n) has order 4. when n = 2, and has order 2 for 2 < n < co. 
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Let R’c; G&I, Z) and W’ 4 GL(n + 1, Z) denote the Weyl groups of SLl(n) and 
T’ x SLl(n) respectively. Both groups are, of course. isomorphic to I5” and the embedding 
GL(n. Z) -, GL(n + 1. Z), sending 
takes W onto W’. The basis vector e, is then fixed by every element of w’ and, up to scalar 
multiples, is the only nonzero vector in R”+’ with this property. If g centralizes W’, then 
g(et) = w(g(e,)) for every WE W/’ and so g(er) = &- e,. Thus the centralizer of W’ in 
GL(n + 1, Z) has order twice that of the centralizer of Win GL(n, Z). The latter was shown 
to have order < 2” in Proposition 4.2. This completes the proof of 4.3 and also of 
Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The hypothesis on K implies that it is p-equivalent o a finite 
product of odd dimensional spheres for all but a finite set, E, of exceptional primes. We will 
first prove the theorem for subsets P c E, and then for subsets in the complement of E. The 
general case will be shown to be an easy consequence of these results. 
In the P-local part of the proof, all spaces will be assumed to be localized at P and all 
cohomology groups will have Z, for coefficients unless noted otherwise. Take f to be 
the largest n for which n,RK @I Q # 0. Let L denote the kernel of the map 
Aur(H “RK) 4 Aut(QH $‘RK). We will show that Aut(ClK) maps onto a subgroup of finite 
index in Aut(QH5’RK) and that Ln {image of Aur(RK)) has finite index in L. This will 
give the result we seek; the order of coker(Aut(RK) 4 Aur(H*‘flK)j will be bounded 
above by the product of these two indexes. 
Since RK has finite type over Z,, the graded Z,-mod& QH $‘RK is finitely generated 
and hence has a finite torsion subgroup. It follows that Aut(RK) maps onto a subgroup of 
tinitc indrx in Aut(QH s’flK) if and only if it dots so in A~t(QH~‘(RK)/torsion). Now 
Auf(QH 5’(fIK)/torsion) x ,fi, GL(r,. Z,) 
_ 
where r, is the rank of Qff’(fiK)/torsion. Of course, GL(0, Z,) = (I} and GL(I, Z,) = the 
group of units in 2,. 
We will construct self maps of RK using the following result 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let K, as in Theorem 5, be localized at a sef of primes P. Then there is a 
jnite product of P-local, odd dimensional spheres and maps 
such that for some N > 0, ab and ba induce multiplication by N on indecomposables. This 
number N can be assumed to be relatively prime to all primes not in P. 0 
The proof will be given later. Suppose now that r, 2 1 for some j. This means there are 
exactly r, spheres of dimension] + 1 in the product IV”‘. Let X denote the product of r, 
copies of RSJ’ 1 and write RflS”’ = X x Y. For any rJ x rJ’matrix M one can use the 
product multiplication on X to define a self map, say .9(M): X + X, with the property that 
9(M) induces multiplication by M on IIJX. In particular take U in GL(rJ, Z,) with U EE I
mod N. Let cp :RIIS”’ +J be the product self map that restricts on X to 9(( U - 1)/N) and is 
null homotopic on Y. Let 1 denote the identity on RK. Use the loop multiplication on RK 
to form the sum of self maps 1 + RbqA2a. This is an equivalence. It projects to V in 
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GL(rj. Z,) and to the identity on the other factors. The congruence subgroup defined by 
U = I mod N has finite index in GL(ri, Z,) and so it follows that the map 
rlut(RK) -* Aut(QH “fK) has a finite cokemel. 
To understand the kernel f.. consider first the rational cohomology of RK. It is a 
polynomial algebra on a finite number of primitive generators {x L, . . . , x,) in even degrees. 
We will assume that deg(x,) 5 deg(x,, r). Let 
L, = {cp~Aut(H*@K; Q))Iq = 1 mod decomposables}. 
It is clear that L, is generated by automorphisms of the form 1 + (xi + cm) that send 
I xi ifi#j Xi_ xj + cm if i = j, 
where m is a monomial in the XI’S, of length 2 2, with the same degree as xi and CE Q. There 
is an isomorphism from L, onto a certain subgroup of upper triangular matrices in 
GL(d. Q). Here d is the sum of Betti numbers, d = Zfl, rank H’(QK; Q). To set up this 
isomorphism, order the monomials of degree 1; t as follows: Start with x, < x2 < . . . < x, 
and then say m < m' if deg(m) < deg(m’). For monomials of the same degree, say m c m' if 
the fraction m/m’, in lowest terms, has a bigger subscript in its denominator. USC these 
ordcrcd monomials to label the rows and columns of a d x d matrix starting with the 
smallest in the upper left hand corner. Then assign to each cp E L, the matrix of cocfhcients 
whose row m-column m’ entry is the coefficient on m in cp(m’). This is the isomorphism 
alluded to earlier. 
We seek the analogous rcprcscntation from L to the corresponding subgroup of upper 
triangular matrices in CL(d, Z,). This can be obtained from the rational one as follows. We 
can assume that the rational monomials m, lie in the image of the coeffrcicnt homomor- 
phism induced by the inclusion Zp c Q, and as such are not divisible by any prime in P. If 
this is not so, replace any offender by an appropriate multiple of itself. Then for each 
(possibly altered) m, let [m] denote its preimage in If ‘;‘(RK)/torsion. The [ml's form an 
additive basis for this Z,-module, and thus provided a framework for the reprcscntation we 
seek. This representation, call it p: L -+ GL(d, Z,) has a finite kernel since the torsion 
subgroup of H S'(hK) is finite. 
Let N” be a sufficiently large power (to be determined later) of the number mentioned in 
Proposition 5.1 and take any CE N”Z,. We will show that each automorphism of the form 
I + ([xj] 4 c[m]) in L is realizable by a self map of QK. Here, of course, [xi] and [ml are 
assumed to have the same degree and [m] is rationally decomposable. Once we have 
produced these maps it will follow that the index (t: I A L) is finite, where I denotes the 
image of Aut(RK) in Aur(H s'QK). To see this, let C denote the congruence subgroup 
defined by x = I mode N” in GL(d, Z,). C has finite index in this matrix group and so the 
inclusions 
C n p(L)c p(lnL)c p(L) 
together with the finite kernel of p imply that (IY I n L) is finite. 
Since the [xi]‘s are primitive, it is clear that cohomology automorphisms of the form 
I + ([xi] -+ c[m]) are induced by maps of the form I +/: RK ,J where. as usual, I denotes 
the identity map, + denotes loop addition, andfis a self map with the property: 
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Assume [.K~] and [m] have degree d and takef to be the composition 
where. in cohomology, 
1 sends a generator, say I, to (Rh)*[m] 
2 sends I to (c;N’)l 
3 sends [xj] to Nr and the other [ml’s to zero. 
The existence of the first map follows from the decomposition of EXIS”8 as a wedge of 
spheres. The third map is a consequence of Proposition 5.1. If i denotes the rational length 
of Cm] then it follows/* [.y,] = cN’+ ’ -“[m]. C onse uently we can take the power s to be I q 
plus the maximum length of products in H 5’(C?K; Q). 
This completes the proof that Aur(RK,) + AU H “‘(RK,; Z,) has a finite cokernel, for 
subsets P c E where E is the set of primes for which K is not p-equivalent to a product of 
spheres. For primes in the complement of E, the following result applies. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X I S’“’ +’ x . . . x SLnrc ‘, or Chr locufixtion of fhis product ut 
sonrc sut of prinws. Assunu~ tfwt 0 < n, 5 . . . 5 n,. Thsn AutQX - Aut X lk’ is surjectioe for 
k > 2n,. 0 
The proof will bc given later. 
Given a set S of primes, write it as the disjoint union, S = A u B, whcrc A = Sn E. In 
the commutative diagram, 
AutRK, + Autff S’(RK,; Z,,) 
1 1 
AutRK, -+ Autff “(OK,; Q) 
T T 
A1rtRK, * Autff “(RK,; Z,) 
we have already seen that the map across the top has a finite cokerncl. The map across the 
bottom dots too, by Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 3. The canonical map from AutRK, to the 
pullback of the diagram 
AutQK, 
1 
AutRK, + AutRK, 
is surjectivc by Theorem 4. I of [ 171, while Auf H 5’(RK,, Z,) is easily seen to be isomorphic 
to the pullback of 
Aut If S’(RKA; Z,) 
1 
Autff 5’(fiK,, Z,) + Autfl “(GK,. Q). 
The map between these two pullbacks. induced by the commutative diagram that preceded 
them, has a finite cokcrncl since all three horizontal maps in the diagram do. Thus it follows 
AurRK, + AutH 5’(RKs. Z,) has a finite cokernel and so the theorem follows from 
Corollary 3.1. 
We now prove the two propositions. 
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Proofo/S.l. All spaces in this proof will be assumed to be P-local although this notation 
won’t reflect this. Let K(Z, fi) denote the product Eilenberg-Mac Lane space IIK(Z, n,). 
There is clearly a mapf: K + K(Z. R) that is a rational equivalence. Indeed we can choosef 
to induce an isomorphism on QH*( )/torsion. Moreover. if x. > t > max(n,), there is a 
map g:K(Z,fi)+K ‘I’ that is also a rational equivalence ([20]. Proposition 1.7). Similar 
maps (f’ and y’) exist when K is replaced by lISmU. Take t > dim K and obtain the map 
(I: K + IIS”’ as follows, using the cellular approximation theorem: 
Obtain the other map b in the same manner: 
I-IS”’ 2 K(Z, ii) 3 (K)“’ 
‘b 
It is clear that a and b are rational equivalences. On QH*( )/torsion they induce mono- 
morphisms whose finite cokernels can be assumed to be P-primary. Therefore, if ah and ba 
do not induce multiplication by N on indecomposablcs this can be corrected by composing 
one of the maps, say a, with an appropriate self map of IISnl. 0 
Proof of5.2. For each positive integer k, we have 
AutRX’k’ E [nx, nx’“‘] 
z [E:nX. X’k’] 
z [ v,S”*, XC”‘] since U2X 2 vlS”* 
z [ V,=&kS”,, X’k’] 
z cv .,skSn’v x] 
c pnx, X] x @2x, QX]. 
In other words, for eachfE AurRX ‘Ir’ there is a self map g : RX 3 with g’k’ = fi We claim thrit 
if k > 2n,, then y must be in At&X. To prove it we will show that if g:RX .J is a k- 
equivalence (where k > 24) then g* : H*(RX; Z) +I is an isomorphism. Of course, since this 
ring has finite type, it suffices to show that g+ is an epimorphism. Now H*(RX; Z) is 
isomorphic to a product of divided power algebras and so to see that y* is surjective it is 
enough to check that classes of the form x”/n! are in its image. Here x has degree Zn, and is in 
the image of the map induced by a projection 71: RX -+ fB’“j’ ‘. Since g”’ is an equivalence, 
it has an inverse. This inverse likewise has the form #k’ for some G:RX 4. We may then 
assume that x = y*d*n*(~) where I is a suitable generator. It follows easily that x”jn! is in 
the image of this composition of maps and thus in the image of g”. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6. For any nilpotent space X there is the obvious map 
G(X)2 l&n G(X’“‘) 
that sends a homotopy type [Y] from G(X) to the coherent sequence of homotopy types, 
([Y”‘], [ Y’Z’], . . . ) [Y’“‘], . . . ). 
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LEMMA 6.1. The map @, just defined. is 
(a) injecfice i/SNT( Y) = l for ecery [a E G(X), and 
(b) surjective ifSNT(X,,,) = *for each prime p. 
Assume for now this lemma is true. Using it and Theorem 5 we show 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. The map @: G(RK) + I@G(RK’“‘) is a bijection fir K as in 
Theorem 6. 0 
Now recall Zabrodsky’s genus theorem [ZO]. Given a connected nilpotent H,-space X 
with finite type and with only a finite number of nonzero homotopy groups, he showed that 
for any t sufficiently large (in the sense of the prime powers that divide it) there is an exact 
sequence 
b,(X)- der fi ((Z/t)*, _+ 1) + G(X) + 0. 
The first term here is the monoid, under composition, of homotopy classes of self maps of X, 
that are equivalences at each prime divisor of t. The integer k, in the middle term is the 
number of n’s for which QH”(X, Z)/torsion # 0. Given for,. the determinant of/+ on 
this quotient module will be a unit in Z/t. The map der assigns to/the sequence of these 
determinants, modulo the indicated Z/2 action on each coordinate. Although the domain of 
der is not a group, its image is; it coincides with the kernel of the map onto G(X). 
Now take n larger than the dimension of K. Thcrc is a commutative diagram 
b,(K’“‘) -% l-I’((Z/l)*/ f I) - G(K’“‘) 
1 I- 1 
&‘,(QK ‘“1) -% l-l’((Z/t)*/ +, 1) + G(RK’“‘) 
where the map on the left sendsfto fi/ and the map on the right sends X to RX. It follows 
that the map on the right is an epimorphism with domain isomorphic to G(K). Together 
with Proposition 6.2, this implies the theorem. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. To say O(Y) = @(Z) means Y’“’ N Z(“’ for each n. Thus if 
SN T( Y) = +, then Y z 2 and @ is injective. 
Take a coherent sequence {[Y,]) in IfiG(X Since [ Y,]E G(X’“‘), ze Y, = 0 for 
4 > n. For each n choose an n-equivalence/,: Y,, 1 -* Y,. Using simplicial methods, [4]. 
one can produce a space 
with the property Y(“) z Y. for each n. It follows that Y$i = X&i for each n and for each 
prime p. Assuming SNT(X,,,) = +, it follows that Y,,, ‘c X(,,. Thus YEG(X). and so 0 is 
surjective. 
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let Y represent a homotopy type in G(RK). Take P to be the 
set of all primes p for which the map Aur Y(,, + Aut Y$ is surjective. Here, as usual, t is a 
finite dimension above which the rational homotopy groups of Y vanish. It follows that the 
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corresponding map between pullbacks 
pullback [ H~~Y~ / - pullback [ H~~~~~‘} 
is also surjective. The canonical map from Aut Yp to the first pullback is surjective, by [ 171, 
while the second pullback is isomorphic to Aut Yp . “’ This combined with Lemma 3.1 implies 
the map 
Aut Yp- Aut H 5’( Y; Z,) 
has a finite cokernel. From Theorem 5 we know that P is cofinite. If 1 is a prime not in P, and 
P’ = P u (I}, then the corresponding map 
Aut Y,. - Aut H s’( Y; Z,.) 
has a finite cokernel because it is the composition of three maps similarly endowed. The first 
is the surjection from Aut Y,. to the pullback of the left column in the following diagram 
Aut Yp + Aut H 5’( r; Z,) 
1 1 
Aut Y, -, Aut H s’( Y; Q) 
T T 
Au Y,,, -+ Aut ff “( Y; Z,,, ). 
The second is the map of pullbacks induced by this diagram. It has a finite cokernel because 
all three horizontal maps in the diagram do. The third is an isomorphism between 
Aut H s’( Y, Z,.) and the pullback of the right column of the diagram. After repeating this 
argument of a finite number of times (once for each prime not in P) we see that 
Auf Y + AutfI 5’( Y; Z) has a finite cokcrncl for each t < I; and so SNT(Y) = * by 
Theorem 3. Thus @: G(RK) + I&n G(RK’“‘) is injectivc by 6.1. That it is surjective follows 
directly from 6.1 and Theorem 5. 0 
THE EXAMPLES 
Exumpk A. Adams took K to be a sphere but his proof adapts easily. Here is how it 
goes. It is easy to see that X and X x K have the same n-type: namely the weak product of 
K”’ K”’ . . , K(“-‘) and & copies of K . (“’ Now suppose that X and X x K were 
hom’otopy equivalent. It would follow that K is a retract of X. Since K is compact, its image 
under the associated inclusion i: K +X would be compact. Since X has the direct limit 
topology, this implies that the inclusion of K factors through a finite product 
K”’ x . . . x Ktrn’ and thus K would be a retract of this finite product. Consequently n,K 
would be a direct summand of the homotopy groups of this finite product. This is 
impossible, because the homotopy groups of the finite product vanish above a certain finite 
dimension whereas, by Serre’s theorem, those of K are nonzero infinitely often. 
Example B. Since I$ G, = 0, it is clear that this tower is not Mittag-Leffler. Let {G,) 
denote the constant tower in which each group is G, and each map is the identity map. Use 
the inclusions G, 4 G, to form a short exact sequence of towers 
* 4 {G,} 4 {G,} -+ {G,/G,) 4 l 
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Notice that G,/G,zIf,x ... xH,-t. It follows that I@{G,/G,} %&~,H~=Gt 
= l@(G,} and that the quotient map in the sequence above induces an isomorphism 
between these two limits. Since the constant tower is certainly Mittag-Leffler we conclude 
that l&n1 G, = l , by using the 6 term I@-@’ sequence. 
Example C. The ring structure in ff* K is trivial for dimensional reasons and so it 
follows that Aut(H .“K) contains as a direct summand, Aut(H’K) which is isomorphic to 
GL(2, Z). We will show that the image of Auf(K) in GL(2. Z) is the subgroup of upper 
triangular matrices and hence has infinite index. Takefe Aut(S’ v S ‘) and notice thatfis 
the restriction of a class from Ad(K) if and only iff,(cp) = ncp in rr,(S’ v S’), for some 
integer n. Suppose that 
j-,+(11) = at, + crz 
j-n&) = bl, + dr,. 
Since cp = [[I I, I~], lr]. a straightforward calculation yields 
j# (cp) = a(ad - hc)cp - c(ad - bc)[[tI, 12 1. t2 1. 
This last Whitehead product is not a multiple of cp. Since the determinant ad - bc = + 1, 
the entry c must be zero forjto extend to a self equivalence of K. Of course, the Hurewicz 
homomorphism faithfully records this in Hz K. Thus the image of Aut(K) in GL(2, Z) is the 
upper triangular matrices. 
Example D. Each automorphism of n prescrvcs the commutator subgroup and so there 
is an obvious homomorphism, 
Arrt (n) + Aut(lr,,). 
It suffices to show the cokernel hcrc is infinite. Let x, y, and z be generators of n where x and 
y generate the subgroup N, and z generates the infinite cyclic subgroup Z. Then the 
commutator [x, y] gcncratcs [N, N] while the images 1 and y generate the quotient 
N,, z Z x Z. The center Y(a) is clearly isomorphic to [N, N] x Z. Since every auto- 
morphism must also preserve the center, it follows that if q~Aut(n,,) lifts to an auto- 
morphism of rr, then (p(5) = + 5. Since Aut(n,,) % GL(3, Z), where the isomorphism is given 
in terms of the basis 1% j, r}, we see that the image of Aut(n) is contained in the subgroup of 
those matrices whose righthand columns have zeros in their top and middle entries. The 
index of this subgroup is, of course, infinite. 
Example E. Take a finite type CW-decomposition of BU with cells in even dimensions 
only. Givenje Au~(BU(~“‘), restrict it to the Zn-skeleton to get a map/, : BUt2,, + BU. Since 
n,BU = 0 for 4 odd, there are no obstructions to extending thisf, to a self map,f,, of BU. 
The extensionJm is not unique. It may or may not be a self equivalence of BU. With care, it 
can be chosen to be in Aut(BU). To see this, assume first that/, has degree 1 on n,BU for 
q 5 2n and suppose thatf, has degree I. # 1 for the first time on n,,BU for some m > n. 
Using G. Scgal’s splitting Q(CP”) z BU x F. where F has finite homotopy groups, there is 
a connection between stable self maps of CP” and self maps of BU. Exploiting this 
cdnnection. as was done in [ 12). one can show that I. - 1 is a multiple of (m - I)! and that 
there is a self map, say y. of BU that has degree 1 - R on n,,BU and is null homotopic on 
lower skeleta. We can replace/, by g +f, and repeat this argument if necessary to achieve 
an extension off, that is in Aur(BU). lffdoes not induce the identity on rr* BU(‘“‘, there are 
three other possibilities: the degree(/,) on rr9 could be ( - 1)4, ( - l)q+’ or - 1. In each case 
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there is a self equivalence of Z”CP” and of f?Lr that induces this homomorphism and the 
argument just used adapts to these cases as well. 
The proof for BSp is virtually the same. J. Becker’s splitting, Q(HP”) = BSp x F ‘, and 
the results of [IZ] on stable self maps of HP” imply that every 4n-equivalence 
BSPO,, -+ BSp extends to a self equivalence of BSp. 
Example F. Let P denote a nonempty set of primes and assume that all spaces 
associated with this example are localized at P. By Corollary 3.1. it suffices to consider the 
map 
Aut X + Aut H’“+l(X, Z,). 
Choose a basis for H 2n+ ’ (X, Z,) using the projections of X onto its two factors. We can 
then identify the automorphisms of this cohomology group with matrices in GL(2, Z,). We 
claim that the image of AutX in this matrix group lies in the subgroup of upper triangular 
matrices. As such, it would, of course, have infinite index and so by 3.1. the result 
!&V(X) # * would follow. 
Let f E Aut( X ) and consider the composition 
K(Z,Zn + I)i’-XLXLS zn+ I. 
Zabrodsky has extended Miller’s solution to the Sullivan conjecture to show that this 
composition must induce the trivial map in cohomology. In fact, in [22). Theorem D, he 
shows that if Z is a l-connected space with finite type that has only finitely many nonzero 
homotopy groups and Y is a finite complex, then the only maps from Z to either Y or RY 
arc phantom; that is, they must restrict to a null homotopic map on every finite skeleton of 
the domain. Consequently, iff*, from the composition above, is represented by a 2 x 2 
matrix acting on the left, then that matrix must be upper triangular. The same argument 
applies to the loopspace to show SfVr(nX ) # *. 
We mentioned earlier that this example contradicts a result of Zabrodsky. To be precise, 
in the same paper (p. 135) he considers fibrations of the form 
S”-+E-+K(Z,m), In>2 
and claims that if n is odd, then such a fibration must be trivial. With this in mind, take 
YESNT(S~ x K(Z, 3)). Take a generator of xJ Y, say y:S’ 4 Y, and let /: Y+ K(Z, 3) 
represent in H 3 Y, a generator of the kernel of y*. It follows that, up to homotopy, f is a 
fibration with fiber S 3. But if f is the trivial fibration, then its total space, Y, must be 
homotopy equivalent to the product of the fiber and base. This, of course, implies 
SNT(S’ x K(Z, 3)) = *, contradicting our result. 
Zabrodsky’s claim was based on a computation of the rational homotopy groups of the 
function space, ant, S”, which is in error, (p. 142). Unfortunately, he is no longer around to 
correct it, and so we take this opportunity to do so. The function space in question consists 
of all unbased self-maps of S” of degree 1. The evaluation map gives us a fibration 
(nnS”), + aut,S” 4 S” 
and, rationally, this fibration has a section when n is odd. His error was the omission of 
n,(uut, S”) @I Q when n is odd. 
Speaking of errors, Example F also contradicts a claim we made in an AMS abstract 
announcing a preliminary version of Theorem 3. We claimed there that SNT(X) was trivial 
if the map AutX + Aut(H*(X, Z)/torsion) had a finite cokernel. This is not true! A glaring 
counterexample to this claim is RS’ x CP”. For this example, the map in question is 
surjective! 
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Example G. Let Im(k) = image{AurX’k’ + Auf Xg’}. Wilkerson showed in ([ 181, Prop. 
III) that 
l*i Im(k) z l&i Aut(X”‘) 
and so this gives us another way to compute SNT(X). In particular for X = S*” x K(Z, 2n), 
we will show that the tower {Im(k)j is almost constant and thus Ifi’ of it is trivial. More 
precisely we will show that the maps in the tower, Im(k) + Zm(k + i), are isomorphisms for 
all k > 4n. Choose a basis for H *“(X (k’ Z) using the projections of X onto its two factors. ,
We claim that 
Im(k) z image{AutX”‘-+ AucH*“(X’~‘, Z)) 
and when the target is identified with GL(2, Z), Im(k) coincides with the subgroup of all 
lower triangular matrices. To see this, write X = S x K where S is the sphere and K is the 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. Then for k > 4n, we have 
Im(k) c [Xc”, Xhkb] 
= [X, x,1 
x [Sx K,X,J 
c [S v K, X,] 
z [S, X,-J x [K. X,]. 
It is not difficult to see that the last mapping sets mcntioncd arc faithfully dctectcd by 
cohomology in degree 2n. The only relation listed above that isn’t obvious is the fourth one 
It can be verified using the commutative square 
[S v K,SxK-J + [Sx K,SxK] 
1 1 
[Sv K,KxK] ,- [SxK,KxKJ 
in which the bottom map is an isomorphism of groups and the vertical maps are induced by 
a principal fibration and are injective. Thus we have shown that Im(k) can be detected by 
H*“( , Z). To determine those cohomology automorphisms that are realizable, let 
SE Aut(X”‘) where again k > 4n. This choice of k insures that for any ZE H2”((S2n)(k), Z), 
that z* = 0. It follows that the composition, 
K(Z, 2n) i, X CL) L X W ‘1 - (S *n)(k) 
must induce the zero map in HLn( , Z) because it induces the zero map in H’“( , Q). Thus 
Im(k) is isomorphic to a subgroup of lower triangular matrices. We claim it contains all of 
them. Indeed, take anyJoAur(S), geAut(K), and he [S, K]. We then have a map, 
SxK+SxK 
(s, k) H (f(s)* h(s) * g(k)). 
Since any lower triangular matrix in GL(2, Z) can be realized by an appropriate choice off; 
g, and h the claim follows. 
Thus we have shown SNT(X) = *. The proof that SNT(RX) # * is much easier. Since 
RX is an Ho space with just two nonzero rational homotopy groups, it suffices to consider 
the cokernel of the following composition 
Aur(RX) + Aut(H 5:s”-2RX) + Aut(QH*“-‘RX) + GL(2, Z). 
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Here the last map is an isomorphism and the middle map has a finite cokernel. Since the 
only map from K(Z, 2n - 1) to QS’” is the trivial one. the image of this composition 
consists again of the lower triangular matrices. The cokernel is thus infinite and by 
Corollary 3.1, the result follows. 
Example H. Let 4 denote the group of units in Zu,,. Since H*(X, Z,,,) z Zu,,[x,, x6], it 
is easy to see that when n 2 6, 
Aut H s”(X, Z,,,) z Q x +i’. 
Let I denote the image of AutX in AutH sn(X, Zu,,) and assume for the moment that 
I = {(UQ4J)IUE%}. 
Then I has infinite index in ,% x %. If this is not obvious, consider the element (1, p + 1). It is 
in I x B, but no nonzero power of it is in I. Thus it projects to an element of infinite order in 
the quotient (+Y x ,g)/‘)lI. So the cokernel is infinite and it follows that SN7(X) # l . 
We will sketch the computation for the image, I. It seems easier to work with U(3) rather 
than SU(3) and so we will, as follows . . . Take f~ Aut X. Since BU(3) is p-equivalent to 
X x CP”, replacefon X, by g = f x I on BU(3). We would like to restrict g to a maximal 
torus as was done in Lemma 4.4. While p-local versions of 4.4 are false, (this can be checked, 
for example, on BSU(2)). there is a p-complete version due to Adams and Wojtkowiak, [3]. 
So from here on, take all spaces given to be p-complete and let Z,, denote the p-adic integers. 
Then by the result just cited, g is covcrcd by a map go AutBT3. We identify this 
automorphism group with GL(3, Z,) and the Weyl group of U(3) with the subgroup W, of 
permutation matrices. The class g lies in N(W), the normal&r of Win GL(3, Zu,,). One can 
show that N( CV) % W x C(W) where the centralizer C(W). consists of all matrices M,, in 
GL(3, Z,) of the form, 
LI h h 
M,,6 = h a b . 
i i b b a 
This description of the centralizer was established in the proof of 4.3. To determine the 
cohomology automorphism induced by the mapf; it sufftces to let g = Mob and consider its 
effect on the standard invariant forms: 
6, = t, + t, + t, 
62 = l,f* + t,t, + tzt, 
a3 = t,t2t3. 
Here the t;s form a basis for H’(BT’, Z,) and M,, sends 
t, war, + bt, + bt, 
l2 I-. br, + at, + bt, 
t3i-+bt, + bt, + UC,. 
A long calculation (omitted from this sketch) then shows that, modulo decomposables, 
g*ar = (a + 2b)a, 
tj*uz = (a - b)‘a, 
cj*‘~, = (a - b)303. 
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Thetermu = a - b is a p-adic unit because det(M,,) = (a + 26)(a - b)2. Since uz and u’ are 
evidently p-local, so is u, and the description of the image, I, given above follows. 
Example I. Let W denote the Stiefel manifold of n-frames in C”+‘. Consider the 
principal U(n) fibration. 
U(n)-+ w+x. 
obtained by sending an n-frame of orthonormal vectors to the n-plane they span. Since the 
dimension of U(n) is n2 and the connectivity of W is 2k, the condition n2 < 2k insures that 
the inclusion of the fiber, U(n) + W, is nullhomotopic. This, in turn, forces RX Y R W 
x U(n). It is then easy to see that G(U(n)) c G(RX). Since Zabrodsky has shown that 
G(Ll(n)) # * for n 2 5, ([Zl] p. 152). the claim follows. 
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